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Abstract

We use the legal framework of captive audience to examine the FTC’s 2012 privacy guidelines as applied to mobile marketing. We define captive audiences as audiences without functional opt-out mechanisms to avoid situations of coercive communication. By analyzing the current mobile marketing ecosystem, we show that the FTC’s privacy guidelines inspired by the Canadian “privacy by design” paradigm fall short of protecting consumers against invasive mobile marketing in at least three respects: (a) the guidelines ignore how, in the context of data monopolies, the combination of location and personal history data threatens autonomy of choice; (b) the guidelines focus exclusively on user control over data sharing, while ignoring control over communicative interaction; (c) the reliance on market mechanisms to produce improved privacy policies may actually increase opt-out costs for consumers. We conclude by discussing two concrete proposals for improvement: a “home mode” for mobile privacy and target-specific privacy contract negotiation.
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On March 26 2012, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) issued a long-anticipated new privacy framework to meet the privacy challenges posed by the unprecedented demand for, scope of, and means of consumer data collection in the digital environment (Federal Trade Commission 2012b). The guidelines outline best practices for “companies that collect and use consumer data” (iii) and suggest legislative and consumer education initiatives to further address consumers’ privacy needs. The FTC report goes a long way to clarify the privacy standards applicable to the current online and mobile ecosystems characterized by ubiquitous and largely invisible data collection and tracking capabilities. Yet, in this article we will argue that a comprehensive approach to privacy in mobile communication requires the critical examination of privacy principles that go beyond control over tracking and data collection.

In the following, we offer a critique of the FTC framework inspired by the captive audience legal paradigm. To be sure, the image of consumer “captivity” emerging from our analysis is not confined to a specific, clearly delineated communicator-audience interaction, as a court would demand. Instead, we use the captive audience doctrine as a lens through which to identify emerging features of the contemporary digital and increasingly mobile communication environment that pose privacy concerns, and analyze the FTC’s privacy guidelines against this background of digital and mobile marketing practices. We submit that the captive audience doctrine invoked in this article provides insight into an alternative approach to privacy informed not by the “context of interaction” standard that the FTC adopted, but by the “context of communicative interaction” standard that the captive audience caseload suggests. This standard would enable individuals to control not only the flow of information about themselves, but also the flow of communication targeting them. We will argue that the FTC “context of interaction” standard focuses exclusively on privacy as data appropriation and private data disclosure, while
not sufficiently addressing the larger issues of consumers’ autonomy in communicative interactions and their choice of solitude over public communication. Additionally, we will argue that a possible unintended effect of the new privacy framework will be the creation of incentives for more horizontal integration in the mobile market for the purposes of creating privacy lock-ins.

Following a review of the FTC’s new privacy guidelines, we examine the captive audience legal doctrine for its insights it provides regarding the core privacy values to be protected against unbridled marketing communication. Next, we show how the FTC’s new approach to privacy inspired by the notion of “privacy by design” falls short of protecting consumers against a ubiquitous “mobile captivity.” We conclude by discussing why the insights provided by the captive audience doctrine should be incorporated into future privacy regulations, and what those insights suggest in regard to designing meaningful “privacy interfaces” able to restore users’ control over both their information and their communication flow.

**The 2012 FTC Privacy Guidelines**

The new FTC privacy framework (2012b) is meant to apply to “all commercial entities that collect or use consumer data that can be reasonably linked to a specific consumer, computer, or other device, unless the entity collects only non-sensitive data from fewer than 5,000 consumers per year and does not share data with third parties” (22). Even though it is neither directly enforceable, nor does it represent a template for enforcing current FTC regulations, the Report is notable for its aims to inform legislative efforts in Congress and for its recognition of “the complexity of the current personal data ecosystem” (7). Noting that “consumers face a landscape of virtually ubiquitous collection of data” (18), the Commission stressed the current privacy vulnerabilities of consumers in both online and offline commercial contexts. The
Commission did not offer a formal definition of sensitive data, but did give examples of what might come under this label. Significantly, in addition to expected candidates such as the Social Security Number, financial and health-related data, and data collected from children, the FTC included “precise geolocation data” (59) in the category of “high risk” sensitive data.

In the Report (2012b), the Commission acknowledged that “the range of privacy-related harms is more expansive than economic or physical harm or unwarranted intrusions” (8) insofar as it may include the unauthorized disclosure of sensitive and non-sensitive consumer data to unknown third parties. The new FTC privacy approach may be qualified as innovative both in regards to its scope and in regards to the three baseline principles it proposes: 1) privacy by design on the companies’ side, 2) simplified consumer choice for data transactions, and 3) more transparency, including consumer education.

The first principle that the FTC adopted is the “Privacy by Design” framework proposed in 2008 by Ann Cavoukian, the Head of the Ontario Information and Privacy Commission in Canada. The essence of this principle is to think of privacy proactively at the technological design stage and throughout the life-cycle of the product (The Toronto Star, March 3, 2012). In the FTC version (2012b), companies are called upon to “promote consumer privacy throughout their organization and at every state of the development of their products and services” (22). This approach would presumably influence both a revised organizational logic (for example, creating new positions for ensuring compliance with the adopted best practices) and induce new, risk-averse approaches in handling consumer data, such as limiting data collection to data “consistent with the context of a particular transaction” (27) or by implementing limits on data retention.

A second principle articulated by the new FTC framework is simplified consumer choice, translated into a new “context of interaction” standard that spells out under what conditions, at
what moment in the transaction, and in which form companies should provide privacy choices for their customers. The context of interaction standard depends on customers’ reasonable expectations of privacy when entering a transaction with a party, and revolves around the distinction between first-party interaction, that is, a business-to-consumer transaction, and a third-party interaction, in which the original company buys or sells data about the consumer, or otherwise uses it in a context not consistent with the terms of the transaction.

According to the FTC (2012b), under this context of interaction standard, third-parties are any company affiliates whose relationship with the company is not clear to consumers (42). Thus, when a company engages in a data use practice, such as first-party marketing or cross-channel marketing, that is consistent with the context of transaction or customer’s previous business relationship with the company, such practice would not warrant the provision of additional privacy choices. In contrast, tracking consumer activity in contexts not consistent with the provision of the service agreed on, or across third-parties’ websites, such as the practice of “retargeting” whereby companies deliver personalized ads on third-party websites based on the purchase history of their consumers, would require meaningful consumer choice. In particular, the Commission supported the Do Not Track industry efforts as a means to provide meaningful choice to consumers, and underlined choice by specifying that a Do Not Track system should allow consumers to stop the collection of behavioral data about themselves. The FTC specified that consumer choice needs to be provided “at a time and in a context in which the consumer is making a decision about his or her data” (48), although the companies would still have considerable latitude about the format in which to present the choice, or exactly when to communicate the choice. The Commission also discouraged the “take-it-or-leave-it” types of privacy contracts in a market with few consumer options. The FTC expressed particular concern
about large platform providers such as ISPs, operating systems or browsers, but interestingly, not Google or Facebook, considered “not so widespread that they could track a consumer’s every movement across the Internet” (56).

The third and final principle underpinning the FTC’s new privacy framework (2012b) would require companies to increase the transparency of their data practices through better privacy notices, increased consumer access to personal data collected by a company, and provide better consumer education. The Commission recommended clearer, shorter and more standardized privacy statements. As applied to the mobile ecosystems, the Commission noted the urgent need for “standard notices, icons, and other means that the range of businesses can use to communicate with consumers in a consistent and clear way” (64). Standardization would enable consumers to compare and contrast privacy practices across digital providers, and would encourage companies in the digital environment to compete on privacy. As such, this principle transforms privacy into a product, thus creating a market for privacy.

Additionally, the Commission recommended that companies inform their customers about the categories of personal data used by a company and the sources of such data, and grant access to consumers to modify or delete data used for marketing. The FTC (2012b) explicitly stated support for legislation granting “access rights to consumers to information held by data brokers” and recommended that data brokers create a centralized website to identify themselves to consumers, disclose their data collection practices and their business partners, provide data access to consumers, and provide choices to consumer regarding their data (69-70). Finally, the Commission called on companies to step up their efforts to educate consumers about commercial data privacy practices, and cited OnGuardOnline.gov website, created in partnership with 15
federal agencies, as a good repository of a wealth of material raising consumer awareness of online privacy issues.

The Captive Audience Doctrine

In what follows, we employ the captive audience doctrine developed at common law both as a source of insight for our criticism of the FTC framework, and as an organizing tool for discussing the characteristics of the mobile marketing environment. We use the captive audience doctrine to pose the questions the FTC recommendations left unasked, and posit that both scholars and policy makers should consider those questions more seriously when examining the privacy implications of the mobile computing environment.

This reference to the captive audience doctrine is quite appropriate because current privacy initiatives mirror past regulation inspired by captive audience claims. For example, the Do Not Track industry initiative, which provides technology that enables online and mobile users to opt out of third-party web tracking, mirrors the Do Not Call Registry. The Do Not Call Registry is a joint FTC and Federal Communication Commission (FCC) effort that allows customers to put their numbers on a national registry if they do not wish to receive telemarketing calls, and provides penalties for telemarketers who ignore that choice. In establishing the legitimacy of the Do Not Call initiative, the Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit recognized the unwilling listener’s interest to avoid unwanted communication, the interest of the government in protecting the privacy of individuals in their homes, and the burden that will be placed on consumers to “compete in a technological arms race with the telemarketing industry” should the government fail to intervene.1

The concept of “captive audience” emerged in common law as a legal mechanism to protect audiences against intrusive speech, in particular intrusive commercial speech.2 The first
use of the term “captive audience” by Justice Douglas in a famous 1952 dissent described the situation of bus commuters forced to listen to commercial messages over the bus transit radio. In Justice Douglas’s view, the First Amendment did not protect communication that intruded on the solitude of bus passengers, who had no way to avoid message exposure other than giving up on the bus commute. Since then, the captive audience paradigm has been invoked with various degrees of success in a wide range of situations, such as commercial solicitation, direct marketing, public address systems, billboards and other public thrusting, protests, residential picketing, or indecent broadcasts.

From Warren and Brandeis’ “right to be let alone” to the Supreme Court ruling in Snyder v. Phelps (2010), the concept of “captive audience” came to refer to a situation in which communicators appear to “force” their messages on audiences unwilling to listen, absent meaningful choices for avoiding communication. This right offers a cause of action enabling relatively powerless audiences to prevent unwanted intrusions. Although the First Amendment places paramount importance on the right of speakers to communicate their ideas, a situation involving captive audiences allows the government to intervene on their behalf and protect their privacy rights through regulation that limits the reach of certain forms of communication.

The basis of a captive audience claim is the identification of contexts in which the communicative act is such that its intended target cannot avoid it. “Captive audience” refers precisely to a situation in which, owing to a lack of choice, the communicators appear to “force” their messages on audiences incapable to avoid them. The idea of a power differential between communicators and audiences is best conveyed through some of the metaphors judges employed in their rulings: messages are “thrust upon” observers or represent “a verbal [or visual] assault”; speakers “force [their] message” which, in turn, may “inflame the sensibilities” of
the receivers\textsuperscript{15}, whose attention is “bludgeoned” by undesired speech.\textsuperscript{16} In these cases, ruling in favor of a captive audience claim depends on showing that “substantial privacy interests [are] being invaded in an essentially intolerable manner,”\textsuperscript{17} and supporting a captive audience claim means favoring the privacy interests of the listeners over the First Amendment rights of the speakers. At stake in captive audience cases is not the right of private action against unwanted communication, but the legitimacy of the state to limit certain forms of communication in order to protect audiences’ privacy.

Despite its application in a wide range of cases, the captive audience doctrine is fraught with tensions insofar as its interpretations reflect conflicting views of precisely what type of communication the captive audience doctrine protects against, and in what situations. At least two reasons increase the difficulty of harmonizing cases. One has to do with the nature of the communication act. The rulings in captive audience cases pertain to messages that are unwanted (as in cases involving unwanted mails or telemarketing calls), overwhelming to senses (as in cases of public addresses over loudspeakers), offensive because of their content (as in cases involving unexpected exposure to erotica or indecent messages) or emotionally harmful (as in cases involving residential picketing, anti-abortion or other protests). Although in all these cases an unwanted message is “thrust upon” an unwilling audience whose otherwise legitimate activities are thus interrupted, it is difficult to articulate the common underlying harm and the normative principle to be adopted herein (Haiman 1972). Moreover, because the type of speech differs across cases, the nature of the First Amendment analysis differs as well.

A second reason why harmonizing the caseload is troublesome pertains to the variety of locations where unwanted communication acts occurs, such as private homes, sidewalks, schools, sports stadiums, buses, parks or other public spaces. Although place in itself may be
relevant only as “a shorthand for the possibility of communicative interaction” (Jacobs 1998, 518), the result of balancing speaker and listener rights differs across locations. Since First Amendment protections are at their highest in public forums, more often than not, the outcome of a forum-based analysis is to only rule in favor of the captive audience when speech occurs on an individual’s private property such as one’s home.18

Our reading of the captive audience caseload suggests that neither place, nor speech type, nor indeed an audience’s attitude toward a message are good indicators of a when a captive audience claim is warranted. Rather, at stake in captive audience cases is who has more control over the context of communication. Whether or not a message is considered offensive to audiences’ privacy depends entirely on the context of message reception as defined by the ability of audiences to exercise autonomous choice of whether or not to receive the message, their privacy expectations given the communicative context, and the existence of functional opt-out mechanisms enabling audiences to exit the communicative context without costs to themselves. Although in practice these factors may overlap (for example, sometimes a structural lack of functional opt-out mechanisms is in fact the reason why audiences cannot exercise choice), neither factor is in itself sufficient to warrant a captive audience claim.

The notion of autonomous choice in the context of the captive audience doctrine requires some discussion. Communicators may have the power to force a choice and thus override audiences’ autonomy in several ways. For example, autonomy of choice may be non-existent when audiences are vulnerable to start with, as children are often considered to be. Children’s refusal to hear a message often comes with explicit penalties. Moreover, children do not have the ability to distinguish between mere suggestions (persuasive messages) and actual orders (coercive messages). Communicators whose social power over audiences is high, for example employers
communicating with employees, make adult audiences equally vulnerable to communicative coercion simply because they do not have the power to refuse listening to, let alone to refuse to follow, the communicators’ suggestions (Balkin 1999). The Court has implicitly recognized the existence of communicative situations that render audiences “child-like” in regard to their ability to exercise choice by refusing communicative engagement. We add that the same considerations of choice autonomy apply to situations when audiences are turned vulnerable by life events or special circumstances about the communication act, for example in situations of recovering after accidents, undergoing an abortion, or mourning at funerals (Balkin 1999; Brownstein and Amar 2010), because audiences are less likely to weigh arguments dispassionately in those contexts. A relevant example, by no means unique, of situations when audiences become vulnerable due to life events corresponds to what anthropologists call “liminal states,” namely, periods of transition in which individuals move from one life stage to another.

The liminal state has an important function in the formation of individual identity. In anthropology, van Gennep (1909) used the term to refer to intermediary states in the coming-of-age rites of passage of tribal cultures whereby individuals needed to isolate themselves from the community in order to transition from one status to another, for example from unmarried girl to married woman. Turner (1974; 1967) expanded van Gennep’s definition to modern societies and described liminality as a transitional state of isolation within which individuals “betwixt and between” social structures give up their older status and retreat from society in the process of acquiring a new status by means of which their reintegration in society is achieved. As applied to individual identity, Jung and his followers (1953, 227-241; Hall 1991) saw a parallel between the concept of social liminality and integration of opposing trends in one’s personality into a unitary whole. The importance of what we called liminal states for altering ingrained individual
behaviors is well known to markets. For example, in a much publicized scandal, Target, which understood that the shopping habits of female customers were particularly flexible during, was able to predict so well the likelihood of a consumer being pregnant, that it correctly targeted a pregnant teenager whose father only found out about his daughter’s condition from Target baby cloths coupons (Duhigg, 2012). Importantly, then, protecting individuals in liminal states may be interpreted as protecting their autonomy, including their autonomy when making life-altering choices.

The Supreme Court has indirectly recognized the existence of such crucial moments in the lives of individuals and the state’s interest in protecting individuals’ autonomy of choice at such moments: “[a]t the heart of liberty is the right to define one's own concept of existence, of meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of human life.” Thus, in cases involving targeted protests, the Supreme Court recognized the so-called “privacy of choice,” namely the need to protect an individual’s capacity for rational decision when the circumstances coerce the audience to accept views “for reasons entirely unrelated to the audience's rational, conscientious, or autonomous capacity” (Lederman 1995, 1299).

Thus, we agree with Balkin (1999) that the focus on place in captive audience cases is simply a convenient device to refer to a nexus of power and asymmetric dependence, and that the captive audience doctrine should regulate on “particular situations where people are particularly subject to unjust and intolerable harassment and coercion” (2312). In such situations, individual First Amendment rights to mental autonomy, that is, the right to hear or see what one wishes, reinforce the privacy right to one’s voluntary seclusion and consequently one’s right to personal autonomy. In this sense, the notion of captivity recognizes that audiences are unable to exit a communicative situation that threaten their mental autonomy without harm to themselves in the
form of economic loss, significant inconvenience, or emotional distress; the normative principle behind captive audience regulation is that they should not have to quit at all (Corbin 2009, 943-944).

For the purpose of our privacy analysis, we define captive audiences as audiences without functional opt-out mechanisms to avoid situations of coercive communication. By coercive communication we understand communication addressed to audiences that are turned vulnerable by the conditions of message reception. As explained above, the conditions of reception that might render audiences vulnerable include considerations of whether audiences are capable of autonomous choice given the audiences’ expectations of privacy and their comparative power to enforce those expectations. By functional opt-out mechanisms we mean mechanisms which, under agreed-upon expectations of privacy, audiences are capable of using without significant costs to themselves. Thus, our definition has three distinct elements: (a) the ability of audiences to exercise autonomous choice in regard to a message; (b) the nature of audiences’ privacy expectations; (c) the existence of functional opt-out mechanisms.

The following discusses each element of the definition in the context of mobile marketing. We examine how (a) contextual mobile marketing problematizes the meaning of autonomous choice, how (b) mobile communication blurs the context of social practice on which privacy rights were previously articulated, thus rendering privacy expectations ambiguous, and how (c) new consumer locks-in induced by mobile business models increase costs on consumer opt-out. We critique the FTC recommendations for reducing individual autonomy to data autonomy, failing to articulate privacy expectations, and transforming privacy into a market product, thus creating new forms of consumer lock-in.

**From Unwanted Messages to Coercive Communication**
The first element of our definition of captive audience pertains to individuals’ ability to exercise autonomous choice while making decisions that may impact their lives. Admittedly, the new FTC recommendations go a long way in remedying the imbalance of power between individual users at one pole, and the industries in the data ecosystem, such as publishers, data brokers, ad networks, or media metrics companies, at the other. However, it is notable that in the FTC report individual autonomy is narrowly equated with data autonomy, whereas the right to be let alone protects individual autonomy in a broader sense, including autonomy of choice free from constraining influences (Baruh and Popescu 2010).

Considered from this perspective, the new privacy recommendations play right into the rhetoric of better customization through more extensive data collection which content providers have promoted since the early days of the Internet (Andrejevic 2007; Turow 2011). As the argument goes, consumers give up a certain amount of privacy in exchange for better tailoring of commercial content, which spares consumers the burden of unwanted advertising that interrupts their media experience. In particular, mobile marketers have brought the rhetoric of consumer choice to new heights by touting the ability of the mobile web to deliver messages in perfect resonance with consumers’ every mood. Content delivered at the right time, in the right place, when the consumer is in the right mood brings a literal meaning to the Holy Grail of marketing, namely, marketing to “a segment of one” (Albert 2011).

Thus, if we were to persist in understanding captive audience situations as entirely dependent on the content of communicative address or the method of its delivery, marketers could easily argue that targeted content is the very antithesis of unwanted content. In this context, the main regulatory problem, as illustrated by the FTC report, would only be to protect the process wherein users make their choices known to content providers. However, as illustrated
below, the emerging mobile ecology potentially enables customization of content and method of delivery to such an extent, that it is now plausible to imagine advertising delivered to mobile users at the precise moment they are most likely to be persuade, for example during particular times in their lives that meet the definition of liminality discussed above. By identifying contexts of reception when audiences become vulnerable to persuasion, marketers erode their customers’ autonomous choice that the captive audience doctrine protects. The following analysis shows how elements characteristic to mobile marketing, such as the ability to collect and mine locational data, lead to message tailoring that problematizes customers’ ability to exercise autonomous choice.

In the mobile environment, the new height of message tailoring is possible thanks to contextual marketing enabled by location-aware mobile devices and data linkages across all levels of consumers’ activities. Contextual marketing is different from locational marketing. Locational or proximity marketing, as implemented by platforms such as Foursquare, Yelp, Gowalla or Loopt, is a type of marketing that allows users, who share their physical locations via their mobile devices, to receive commercial offers tailored to the particular place they are in. In contrast, contextual marketing targets more than geographic location. Although the idea behind contextual marketing is not new, what is new is the ability of mobile marketers to actually implement context-targeting by accumulating dynamic knowledge about a user’s habits and the “web of meanings” that surround those habits (Silva and Frith 2012, 111-135). The point is not simply to collect data about consumer location, but to relate data thus collected to the meaning it holds for users, and to the context the users are in. Gary S. Laben, CEO of the marketing solutions provider KBM Group, expressed this idea as follows: “The old buying model - i.e., RFM: Recency, Frequency, Monetary [asked about customers] ‘When did I buy last? What did I
buy? And how much did I buy? …Now, it's about, ‘Where am I at the moment? What is it that I'm purchasing right now? And with whom am I conversing at that moment?’” (quoted in McGee 2011). Marketing to context goes beyond proximity marketing by involving a relational approach that combines “a person’s location, inferred intent and personal affinities to aggregate and deliver relevant information about the real world surrounding them at any given moment” (Klaassen and Patel 2009).

In short, when related to a user’s home, place of work, and personal habits, geographical coordinates transform the location into a “place.” For marketers, it is not enough to know the geographical coordinates of the mobile user, but to make inferences about how those coordinates relate to a user’s home or place of work, and to a user’s personal habits (Albert 2011; Klaassen and Patel 2009). Thus, the big promise of the location-sharing platforms for marketers is the ability to better target users by collecting relational information and combining location filters with other social filters (tweets, Flickr photos, etc.) that give off important cues about the significance of location for the users.

Additionally, locations may become significant in light of individuals’ history. Tailoring messages based on a combination of meaningful moments and the “right” locations produces hard to resist advertising messages, because life event triggers, such as the liminal moments we discussed above, are some of the most reliable predictors of consumer buying behavior (DeMartine 2011). Indeed, as brands such as Modern Bride or American Baby well know, some of the most successful marketing campaigns tap into the marketers’ ability to identify consumers during “liminal,” transitional times such as right before getting married or while expecting a baby, when consumers are at their most vulnerable. Thus, the combination of social filters that Google, among others, controls, namely “the social graph (contacts, friends), interest data (likes,
tweets, recommendations), search data (queries, history), purchase data (what you buy, credit card numbers), location data (where you are, have been, and are going), and content data (behavior when engaged with content)” (Claburn 2011), produce a new category of social data with unprecedented marketing potential.

These situations illustrate how the combination of location knowledge and knowledge about an individual’s history produce heightened levels of corporate surveillance (Silva and Frith 2012, 111-135) that directly harm the autonomy of individuals, one of the values that privacy arguably protects. Particularly during times when life events render individuals less likely to critically evaluate the persuasive intent of incoming messages, such an ability to predict individuals’ preferences may result in what Zarsky (2004) describes as autonomy traps, namely the process whereby institutions increasingly design messages according to what individuals are more likely to accept rather than what they actually need to make an informed decision. In this context, FTC’s focus on consumer control over marketing categories should be supplemented with an acknowledgement of the coercive communicative potential of social data monopolies. FTC’s special concern for ISP’s and mobile providers, but not for social platform owners such as Google, Apple or Microsoft, seems curiously misplaced. Quite the contrary, social data, rather than service usage data, are better positioned to produce coercive communication of the type a comprehensive privacy framework should protect against.

**Mobility and Privacy Expectations**

The second element of the captive audience doctrine, implicitly recognized by our definition, pertains to the assertion that intrusive communication, be it telemarketing phone calls, residential protests, or fleeting exposure to erotica in a drive-in theater, violates the term of a (usually unwritten) “privacy contract” wherein audiences are entitled to their undisturbed
solitude by virtue of commonly accepted privacy expectations. As discussed before, because the large bulk of the captive audience caseload relied on spatial conceptions of captivity, the social expectations of privacy recognized in judicial discourse have been to a large extent place-dependent (Zick 2007, 28). Thus, intrusion upon solitude, identified by Prosser (1960) as a facet of privacy, gained material embeddedness by association to particular locations and became closely related to the regulating function of physical space, and particularly the home, as a marker of (in)accessibility, ownership and control, and (un)acceptable forms of social exchange (Marcus 1998, 300; Marx 2001).

However, as many scholars observed, each new form of mediation or communication technology or practice, such as marketing materials in mailboxes, unsolicited telemarketing calls or fax transmissions, or unsolicited junk email, challenged the formerly (and relatively) clear-cut private/public border both socially and legally (Marx 2001; Shapiro 2006). As Nissenbaum (2010) argues, in digital contexts privacy expectations no longer map easily onto the private/public dichotomy because the dichotomy neglects both the legitimacy of privacy expectations in certain public situations, and the variety of public and private actors involved in data collection and use. Likewise, the penetration of mobile and interactive technologies into the regular lives of individuals further blurs this already ambiguous distinction between private and public (Lievrouw and Livingstone 2002), thus rendering privacy expectations ambiguous. Additionally, mobile technologies problematize the privacy expectations of device-holders in public places (Silva and Frith 2012). Therefore, the redefinition of privacy expectations invited by mobile technologies creates a need to reconsider the contexts of communication in which mobile device users may rightfully claim a need for privacy protection. This argument, though not new, has profound implications on the legal recognition of communicative situations in need
of privacy protection, on the type of signals individuals may use to indicate the beginning and end of such situations, and on the types of social boundaries those signals constitute. In this section, we examine some tensions in the construction of privacy expectations about mobile communication, and argue that a holistic privacy framework should take into account not only individual control over the exchange of information in a transaction, as the FTC framework proposes, but also individual control over the social boundaries regulating who is allowed to address the individual, for what purposes, at what times, and using which tools and advantages.

As indicated above, for the “always on” mobile users, domains such as home, work, school, or shopping mall, traditionally considered to be separate from each other and analyzed as such in legal discourse, are increasingly becoming indistinguishable. Moreover, with the wide adoption of smart devices allowing access to information clouds irrespective of one’s location, the distinction between virtual and material places, online and offline, is starting to disappear as well (Zick 2007, 13). It is within this context that Sheller and Urry (2003) criticize reliance on concepts such as space or sphere, which they characterize as being too static, to distinguish between private and public moments.

It is not that places do not exist anymore but rather, as Castells (2007, 172) argues, places “exist as points of convergence in communication networks.” Under conditions of ubiquitous connectivity, it is communication availability, rather than physical spatiality, that determines the meaning of places. For that reason, Castells proposes the notion of “flow”—metaphor suggestive of an intersection of spatial mobility and temporal processes—as the unit of interaction between mobile users and their environment. The concept of “flow” is particularly apt to acknowledge that the meaning a certain place holds for an individual may change as a function of the individual’s situation in a particular moment in time, and thus individual privacy needs do not
map directly and easily onto a spatial or temporal grid. In other words, as Cohen (2008) argues, the spatial dimension of privacy is not merely about the accessibility of physical space, but rather about individuals’ ability to selectively control the “conditions of exposure” (194).

Indeed, as cross-cultural research on privacy amply demonstrates it seems to be a universal constant that our privacy expectations are grounded in social relations and unwritten social conventions. For example, Adams, Murata, and Orito (2009) argue that much of the recent laws regarding informational privacy in Japan have their basis in traditions regarding interpersonal relations. One such tradition is the as-if tradition. This tradition is closely linked to the material used to construct walls (paper or light wood) in Japanese houses. Since these walls did not allow much insulation between rooms, the as-if tradition meant that when an information “was overheard but not explicitly given, is treated as if one did not have it” (4). To a great extent, for the as-if tradition, which reflects the general tendency in Japanese culture to distinguish between “inner” and “outer” circles, it is not solely the physical space but also the context of communication that determines the distinction between inner and outer circle.

Western cultures include privacy conventions very similar to the as-if tradition. For example, Goffman’s (1963) concept of civil inattention underlines how strangers cohabiting a space recognize each other’s presence as a courtesy, but then try to remain unobtrusive and signal the existence of a boundary. Similarly, Nagel (1998, 8) argues that conventions regarding the nonacknowledgement of certain wishes, thoughts, issues or feelings are key to maintenance of social interactions because accepting people as they are requires that we recognize “there is more to them than could possibly be integrated into a common social space.” In our daily lives we regularly face situations that require civil inattention or nonacknowledgement. One of their main functions is to protect the privacy and public faces of individuals by differentiating between
types of behaviors that call for extra attention and types of behavior that we should avoid noticing (Nagel 1998). Again, it can be observed that the norms associated with civil inattention or nonacknowledgement have as much to do with the communicative context (e.g., who is the intended and unintended recipient? what is the form of communicative behavior?) as the physical place within which the communication takes place. For example, social conventions often indicate that emotions, and particularly negative emotions are a private matter with backstage bias and should be accessible only to the right people (i.e., loud quarrels between spouses would be out of “place” both in a public bus and at a private dinner party with friends) (Ekman and Friesen 1969).

The discussion above serves to show that the reliance on physical place in much of the legal discourse about privacy is often but a proxy, albeit imperfect, for determining whether audiences have at their disposal clear and decodable signaling mechanisms indicating that a communicative act is not welcome at particular times. It is in this context that Standburg (2011) proposes technosocial continuity as a principle that should be used to determine the circumstances when the privacy of the “physical home” should extend to online communication. Although Standburg’s proposal addresses the extension only in narrow conditions, the principle of technosocial continuity underlines how a comprehensive privacy framework would need to restore individual control over the context of communicative interaction by enabling the individual to “broadcast” social signals indicating the individual’s desire for privacy. If, for privacy purposes, “home” is in fact a legal proxy for maximum privacy expectations, we need to rethink what constitutes “home” in the context of mobile communication.

The problem is complicated by the fact that, for device-mediated communication, the meaning of consumer signaling mechanisms is significantly and quite deliberately left
ambiguous. For example, an opt-out act such as unsubscribing from communicative contact with a commercial party via the mechanism provided by that party itself does not automatically imply the end of the commercial transaction, as the party may legally continue its data collection activities. Conversely, a consumer’s opt-out from data collection by a commercial entity does not imply that the party will cease communication with the consumer or will stop targeting the consumer with marketing messages. Consequently, the opt-out approach at the core of the Do Not Track self-regulatory initiative is insufficient to grant the full user control over the context of communicative interaction, as the older Do Not Call legislation did. Similarly, the “context of interaction” standard proposed by the FTC may protect users against third-party data collection, but does not restore users’ control over the communicative interaction with the original party. In addition to the centralized data broker website that puts the onus on the consumer to identify and modify the categories that marketers use to define her, the FTC needs to define and enforce “privacy regimes” recognized by marketers and data brokers by means of which consumers may indicate unambiguously the level of privacy they desire at particular times.

**Lock-ins and Exit Costs**

In this section, we discuss to what extent audiences have functional opt-outs from online and mobile marketing. Since 1998, the FTC has relied mostly on a combination of a market-based approach and self-regulation enforcement to protect online consumer privacy (Park 2011). Similarly, the 2012 FTC report explicitly frames privacy as a market product to be competed over. However, it is not clear what kind of incentives would drive companies to outperform their competitors in respect to their privacy practices. In order for the market model to successfully produce improved privacy practices, users need the ability to make a choice among competing businesses (Swire 1997). The self-management privacy model which assumes that a rational
consumer will drop a company with poor privacy practices and switch to a better competitor relies on market preconditions that presuppose that privacy violators are readily identifiable; that consumers routinely read privacy policies, are able to understand and compare competing policies; and that consumers are able to quit transactions with a company whose privacy practices are not up to par.

So far, these preconditions have not been fulfilled in practice. Recent privacy scandals that involved deceptive online data collection, for example Google’s practice of placing tracking cookies on the Safari browser despite claims to the contrary, demonstrate that a lay user would need highly specialized technical knowledge to identify privacy violators (Felten 2012). Studies show that less than a third of online users read, however partially, a website’s privacy policy (McDonald et al. 2009, 37), with only about 2% likely to read it thoroughly (Turow et al. 2007, 740). Moreover, studies also demonstrate that privacy policies are confusing to users (McDonald et al. 2009; Turow et al. 2007; Kelley et al. 2009, 2010) and that users have real difficulties comparing competing privacy policies, not least because of their lack of standardization (Turow et al. 2007; Kelley et al. 2009, 2010).

To partly remedy this situation, the Commission recommended that companies “standardize the format and the terminology used in privacy statements so that consumers can compare the data practices of different companies and exercise choices based on privacy concerns, thereby encouraging companies to compete on privacy.” (61) This initiative reproduces the neoliberal logic that favors self-regulation over state intervention and promotes market competition over social need by concentrating on the supplier side, instead of increasing user control and regulating information asymmetries (Schiller 2007, 61)—for example, by
introducing standardized “privacy nutrition label” (Bonneau and Preibusch 2010, 162; Kelley et al. 2009) with state—rather than company-defined—categories.

Even if a standardized privacy policy were to become the industry standard, in the context of the captive audience doctrine used in this article, the assumption that users will easily be able to switch digital platforms if dissatisfied with a company’s privacy policy and subsequent marketing practices is highly suspect. The point is not that users lack available means of refusing engagement with marketing communication, but that, given the current economic setup of the mobile environment, the material and immaterial costs incurred by a user for disengagement render these opt-out mechanisms costs-prohibitive for the users. We explore forms of digital lock-ins as the last prong of our captive audience definition. Although our discussion is applicable to digital environments in general and not necessarily confined to mobile environments, we show how the latter create additional lock-ins that reduce the ability of audiences to opt out of both data collection and marketing communication.

According to Shapiro and Varian (1999, 103-134), lock-ins, namely, the costs incurred by customers when switching from a product to a competing product, are ubiquitous and normative in the information society. Switching costs may include, but are not limited to, financial costs; they also pertain to social, psychological, situational, and time-related costs that a customer needs to pay in order to migrate from one brand or service to another (Dick and Basu 1994). Any buying contract with a provider specifying the damages to be paid by the buyer when switching providers before the contract expired is a form of lock-in. Loyalty programs such as flying miles or annual rebates are also lock-ins mechanisms that aim to create disincentives for customers to abandon a commercial relationship. Similarly, the time invested in learning to operate a piece of equipment discourages users from switching to different equipment and ensures a loyal customer
base for the equipment suppliers. However, unlike physical equipment whose obsolescence might encourage users to contemplate its replacement with a better alternative, the economic and legal arrangements of the digital environment produce forms of durable lock-ins that increase, rather than dissolve, over time. The example of the Digital Rights Management (DRM) systems will serve to make the point.

Generally, DRM systems have two related functions. The first is to assign a unique identifier—typically in the form of fingerprints or watermarks—to a certain content so that the file can be traced back to the user to prevent widespread sharing (Benoliel 2004; Godwin 2004). The second function of DRM systems is to mechanically dictate copyright claims about how users can use a specific content file (Bell 1998; Burk and Cohen 2001). Typically, the second function of DRM systems is intended to strictly govern a number of user-related behaviors such as transferring (between different platforms) or copying content as well as transforming content (e.g., editing) for creative purposes (Fetscherin 2006).

The second function of digital rights management systems play a key role in regulating consumption behavior regardless of the domain within which it takes place and its actor (Lessig 2004). At the most immediate level, DRM creates sticky relationships between users of cultural objects and content/technology providers (and intermediaries). First, proprietary in nature, none of the DRM systems have actually become the industry standard in the market place, creating many different systems, most of which are not interoperable with each other. Second, and as a result of the first characteristic, most DRM systems make it cost-prohibitive for customers to switch between systems by locking in content to specific number of devices (e.g., Microsoft Zune Marketplace music with DRM is compatible only with the soon-to-be-discontinued Zune devices).24
It is important to note that this “cultural artifact-supplier-delivery media” lock-in created by DRM systems changes the relationship between content suppliers and users. Namely, a user’s download of a media file does not transfer ownership of the content from the service provider to the consumer, but rather constitutes a retractable granting of usage rights and user limitations enforced both legally, through licensing, and technologically, through DRM mechanisms. Thus, the combination of licensing and DRM mechanisms ensures that users are “tethered” to particular content providers and may, at most, supplement their content libraries with content from different providers, rather than replace those libraries altogether.

The example of the DRM lock-in is among the most visible and contentious, but it is by no means a unique case. By developing everyday practices around digital artifacts and platforms, users implicitly and uncritically accept a myriad other lock-in situations that ensure their loyalty to digital products and service providers. The mobile industry is no exception. Mobile providers use various technological constraints and tie-in arrangements with device-makers and mobile operating system owners to lock-in users as a way of preventing them from switching to competing products. At the simplest level, mobile phones activated on one cellular service provider’s network will not accept a SIM card from competitors and thus will work only on that network (Greenhalgh 2008, 443-444). Major cellular providers, AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile and Sprint, provide customers with free handsets and customizable data plans that offer free minutes or free messaging capabilities, but also hefty contract termination fees in addition to the loss of accumulated benefits. Indeed, research on the mobile market shows that among switching barriers, subscriber lock is the most significant factor that discourages mobile subscribers to change carriers (Shin and Kim 2008).
Importantly, customization and personalization are but another form of lock-in (Bonneau and Preibusch 2010; Chellappa and Sin 2005). Bonneau and Preibusch (2010) successfully demonstrated the relationship between increased customization and stronger lock-ins for the case of social networks. For example, users spend a significant time creating their profiles on social media sites and learning the interfaces, but their profile data and the networks they build are lost if they migrate to a different social network; applications that offer to retrieve old profile data, such as Google’s FriendConnect service, are prevented from doing so through technological and legal means. For that reason, the more effort users invest in developing a social network, the less likely they are to migrate to a different one. At this point, it will probably be clear to any user of a social network site such as Facebook that the sticky relationship created by social media is often less about the availability of comparable applications to create profiles than about the improbable task of migrating one’s actual network of friends across platforms.

Similar considerations of customization as lock-in apply to mobile devices. More than computers, mobile devices are increasingly embedded in their users’ lives because the mobile apps installed on these devices fulfill a variety of functions. Just like social media platforms, mobile apps are also marketing platforms because they enable both the collection of data of about users, and act as delivery channels for marketing messages. More than social media platforms, mobile apps present opportunities to create personalized brand-to-customer relationships by creating loyalty programs and offering coupon and in-store discounts (Davis 2012). However, because the major manufacturers of mobile devices also have proprietary mobile operating systems, the apps that enable mobile functionalities are also specific to the operating system, so that customizing a mobile device comes with both time and money investment. Thus, switching to a different mobile manufacturer means not only changing the
mobile device, but also abandoning an entire mobile ecosystem. Indeed, corporate strategies of companies increasingly underline how integration of the “social” and “mobile” components of digital ecosystems is key to locking in customers. For example, a study by GFK suggests that more than 50% of owners of Apple’s mobile iOS devices (iPad and iPhone) would not consider switching to other mobile ecosystems because they did not want to deal with migrating applications or (social) content (cited in Kahn, 2011).

We noted at the beginning of this section that the argument that market competition may allegedly produce better privacy policies breaks down when considering customers interaction with existing privacy policies, users inability to compare privacy policies across competing companies and, most importantly, lock-in situations that prevent users from switching platforms and, increasingly, from switching data ecosystems across devices. Indeed, by specifically framing privacy as a market product, the FTC may have inadvertently given firms who deal in user data the opportunity to consolidate data collection practices and the incentives for more horizontal integration across platforms while paying lip service to privacy protection, as demonstrated by Google’s case earlier in 2012. Pamela Jones Harbour, former FTC Commissioner, noted recently (2012): “Opt out of Google’s data collection? Sure, you can do that—but you’ll also have to delete your Gmail account and leave Google’s ecosystem. With Google’s Android operating system—which is activated in 1.3 million new mobile devices every day, and is used by more people than use Apple’s iPhone—that ecosystem is growing.” Considered from this perspective, it is even questionable whether the notion of “individual choice” can even be used to adequately describe the decision to opt-out of particular data ecosystems: By the time users become concerned about their privacy, they are already locked-in to using particular applications and devices. As Bonneau and Preibusch (2011) conclude
elsewhere, as of last year, there was no market for privacy and no evidence that companies were competing in regard to their privacy policies.

**Conclusion: Privacy Remedies for Mobile Ecosystems**

In this article, we have used the legal framework of captive audience as a point of departure wherefrom to evaluate the 2012 FTC privacy guidelines. We have argued that central to a captive audience argument is the imbalance of power between communicator and audiences determined by specific contexts of communicative interaction, rather than by the particulars of place or content. Hence, our definition of captive audiences has three components: (a) the extent to which audiences can make autonomous choice about a message; (b) the nature of audiences’ expectations of privacy; and (c) availability of functional opt-out mechanisms. We defined functional opt-out mechanisms as means through which audiences are able to exit out of coercive communication situations without significant costs to themselves.

Equipped with these insights, we criticized the 2012 FTC privacy guidelines for falling short of protecting consumers against invasive mobile marketing in at least three respects. First, as mobile marketers’ ability to dynamically target individuals based on location, situation, mood, social network, and personal history are rapidly improving, the FTC privacy guidelines ignore how, in the context of data monopolies, the combination of geotagging and data about individuals’ personal history threatens individual autonomy and produces situations of compelled persuasion that limit what the Supreme Court called “privacy of choice.”

Second, the FTC privacy framework offers guidelines for privacy understood as better control over user’s informational choices, but ignores the dimension of privacy that has to do with user’s control over communicative interaction. Traditionally, the courts understood this dimension of privacy to be modulated by audiences’ differential privacy expectations and
recognize the home as the context of maximum audience choice over communicative engagement. Nothing similar exists in mobile context. Rather, for the mobile environment, a “home” mode with maximum privacy expectations for users may only be achieved by completely turning off their mobile devices or their data networks (which, of course, removes even those communication streams that users would have otherwise allowed in their innermost private circle), or by time-intensive “privacy contract renegotiation” with those marketers otherwise allowed to communicate with the users in regular circumstances. Unless prepared to spend time on adjusting privacy options on a daily basis, users lack the ability to “move in and out of home,” so to say, in mobile context.

Finally, the FTC privacy framework, which continues the tradition of relying on the market and attempts to reframe privacy as a market good to be competed over, does not account for the increasingly large costs that users face when trying to switch among platforms. Indeed, we argue that the Commission’s specific framing of privacy as a product to be competed over may actually offer incentives to companies to use privacy policies as lock-in mechanisms (for example, by horizontal integration and standardization of privacy policies across assets), which may actually increase opt-out costs for consumers, thus diminishing, rather than multiplying, their privacy choices.

In addition to initiatives that the FTC is already working on implementing, such as identifying meaningful privacy disclosures in mobile contexts and discussing ways to standardize mobile privacy policies (e.g., Federal Trade Commission 2012a), privacy scholars have produced a number of recommendations meant to address the imbalance of power between users and marketers in the digital environment. These recommendations include calls for a more active FTC involvement, for example prompts for the FTC to set self-regulation benchmarks
Turow et al. 2007; Turow 2011) or provide incentive for compliance to privacy standards for online websites by instating a process of periodic review (Park 2011). Among the more creative self-regulatory proposals, Turow (2011) suggests a “Do Not Track” system with rotating “relevance category” that would deliberately mismatch the content of the ad to the identity of the recipient group. This systematic exercise in ad (mis)targeting would presumably educate consumers about the relationship between data collection and content tailoring and would encourage meaningful conversations across social niches.

We agree that consumer privacy education should become a critical component in a modern digital literacies curriculum. With online tracking up 400 percent since 2010 (Farivar 2012), with an estimated one billion mobile customers by 2016 and a mobile spending market of $1.3 trillion (Panzarino 2012), with technologies being developed by firms such as Drawbridge to track people across all devices and serve them tailored adverts (BBC, 2012), it is imperative that scholars and policy makers examine the nature of the needed digital user competencies able to inform meaningful privacy self-management, and that these competencies become part of the formal curriculum covered in media literacy classes.

However, consumer education alone will not restore the power asymmetries that have tilted decisively in favor of marketers and data-trading companies of the digital marketplace. The captive audience doctrine used in our analysis suggests two rather radical proposals. First, mobile devices should have the ability to negotiate privacy contracts dynamically, without constant user intervention. As Swire (1997) noted early on, under a contractual model of privacy, which the FTC has adopted for the last decade, the market model of privacy fails if consumers have neither the information, nor the bargaining power to negotiate a desired privacy contract. While standardization of privacy policies allows users better insight into what types of data
collection they would otherwise unwittingly agree to, they don’t allow the users to renegotiate
the privacy contract “on the go” without costly expenditure of attention and time. Thus,
standardization of privacy policies should also include users’ ability to explore and track, directly
from their devices, the list of entities with whom users have already entered into a privacy
contract, to classify those entities according to the privacy regime the users wish to grant them,
and to automate control of future privacy contracts based on user-specific classifications. Just
like the V-chip for television, mobile devices should be equipped with “privacy chips” to control
target-specific privacy contract negotiations function of users’ preferences.

Second, our analysis also suggests the need for the FTC to define and enforce a “home
mode” for the mobile user, a concept akin to the proposal for “digital territories” (Daskala and
Maghiros 2006) or “virtual residence” (Hakala and Beslay 2007). Unlike traditional home, the
boundaries of the “home mode” would not be marked spatially, but in terms of a dynamic
privacy regime that would enables users to tune out marketing communication and data tracking
at particular times, while retaining access to the network themselves. As such, the home mode
would allow for selective (but not necessarily limited) connectivity within which the individual
user control who, how and for what purposes other communicators may reach them.25 In other
words, by giving the individual user control over when and to what extent she will be
(un)available for informational and communicational flow, the “home mode” would help users
bridge the gap between what used to be, in Tavani’s (2007) terms, “naturally private” (i.e., the
home) and what is normatively private (i.e., the liminal moments regardless of the location).

NOTES
2. The first ordinance designed to prohibit contact between advertiser and customer unless the contact was specifically allowed by the customer dates back to 1931, to the city of Green River. There, the City responded to complaints by shift workers whose rest was disturbed by the increase in door-to-door selling and passed the Green River Ordinance that prohibited the practice of door-to-door selling unless specifically allowed by a resident (Bene, Lauritzen and McCullers 2007, 9). See also Town of Green River v. Fuller Brush Co., 65 F.2d 112 (10th Cir. 1933).
7. Saia v. New York, 334 U.S. 558 (S. Ct. 1948); Kovacs v. Cooper, 336 U.S. 77 (S. Ct. 1949);
18. See for example Rowan v. U.S. Post Office Dep't., 397 U.S. 728 (S. Ct. 1970), in which the principle that “a man’s home is his castle” is the basis of the ruling.
19. Indeed, as the Supreme Court observed, “a State may permissibly determine that, at least in some precisely delineated areas, a child—like someone in a captive audience—does not possess the capacity for individual choice which is the presupposition of First Amendment guarantees.” Ginsberg v. New York, 390 U.S. 629, 649-650 (S. Ct. 1968, Stewart, J., concurring).
21. David A. J. Richards (1977), for example, connects the right to privacy to the “separateness from other persons” and the ensuing ability to make independent decisions regarding one’s life. Similarly, June A. Eichbaum (1979) argues that the value of privacy as a civil right lies in its ability to protect individual interests, particularly at times when it may conflict with a majoritarian structure.
22. “One important aspect of residential privacy is protection of the unwilling listener. Although in many locations, we expect individuals simply to avoid speech they do not want to hear…the home is different.” Frisby v. Schultz, 487 U.S. 474, 484 (S.Ct. 1988).
23. A sign that the household residents do not want to be disturbed is such a signaling mechanism, just like adding one’s telephone number to a Do Not Call list. See also (Hartstein 2006, 805), arguing that “…the gravamen of unwilling audience doctrine appears to be the audience’s ex ante deliberate and explicit rejection of the expression.”

24. For example, a user who happened to start building a movie library using Zune Marketplace service, which utilizes DRM, has only a limited number of Microsoft branded choices for playing the videos on a portable device (e.g., the Zune HD). The remaining portable devices provided by companies will not be able to play the videos (unless the DRM is hacked). Even if the consumer desires to shift to a new video service provider that sells DRM-free videos, the initial library obtained from Zune Marketplace will only be compatible with Microsoft branded portable players, leaving the consumer either with the option of continuing to use Microsoft do away with the library that she owns to move to a new service and a device (or keep both services and carry two portable devices).

25. Tellingly, some commentators called Apple’s “Do Not Disturb” mode introduced with iOS 6, a mode which delays phone alerts, “the most thrilling new iPhone feature” (Bosker 2012).
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